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Once upon a time, there was little village called Diversity. For 30 years the
village people of Diversity struggled and sacrificed and finally overcame

the unjust rule of their dictator mayor Mr Apartheid. Rebuilding the village
was not easy. It was fraught with corruption, deception and selfishness.
These issues were not unique to this village and many people preserved
and prospered and remained hopeful for a brighter and better future.
One thing the people of Diversity understood was that their freedom

came at a price.
 

Life in Diversity, like any other village, was good for some, even better for
a few and there was a growing unhappiness with the new mayor Mr Full

o’ Promises. 
 

One summers day word came from a neighbouring village that there was
a “sickness” that was spreading amongst many other villages. Not much

was known about this new sickness except that is was similar to “The
fever” that legend spoke of that had wiped out many villages, big and

small a hundred years ago.
 

By autumn a few village people had succumbed to the “sickness” which by
now became known as Novel Fever. This illness, like The fever, was

spread from bad air that came downwind from nearby infected villages.
The mayor took quick action to close the village and restricted movement
of the people for their own protection. The village sage and healers were
soon inundated with cries for help as the Novel Fever spread through the

entire village.
 

Mr Promises set up an advisory council of Ealdorman that received
regular messages from the neighbouring towns and villages telling of their
experiences and progress. This helped Mr Promise make the best decisions

for the village people.
  

By and by the sage and the
healers got the Novel Fever
under control. Some of them

met weekly at the village
square to discuss their

experiences. Burning a herb or
incense seemed to keep the

bad air out. Still, the Ealdorman
continued to advise Mr Promise

that the best thing for the
village was to keep the people

indoors. 



The healers were divided and so too were the village people. A few of the
messengers were rumoured to have disclosed that were paid handsomely
to carry false information. There were a few neighbouring villagers that
risked their lives to travel to Diversity to bring the truth from the bigger

towns and cities. They were saying that incense and herbs were working
and not as many people were dying as was reported.

 
Fear, confusion and misinformation continued to spread faster than the

Novel Fever itself. 
 

Despite little direction from the neighbouring villages regarding
management or treatment of the Novel Fever Crisis, by the next autumn a

miracle cure was found. A garment made of a new substance called
“plastic” was to be worn by each person to prevent them from getting sick
and dying from the Novel Fever. It was called the mRNA-Coat. Once you

made the decision to wear the coat, you could not take it off… ever.
 

Although he encouraged the coat, Mr Promise assured his people that
nobody will be forced to wear this newly developed garment. It would

always be a choice. This was new technology brought in to help with this
almost as new sickness. 

 
Some village people fell to their knees in gratitude for this miracle. Some
religious leaders saw this new technology as a mercy from above. Many

healers breathed a sigh of relief.
 

And yet there were many, many people  that saw  through this RNA-Coat
and saw it as an abomination, a gimmick, a trick that was just another
attempt to control Mr Promise and shackle his people against their will.

  
 Whilst the bigger communities were consumed in finding

and perfecting a cure for the Novel Fever, there were
very few people dying from the illness. Some believed
that the winds had changed and the bad air was not
circulating in Diversity as much. Others believed that

adequate treatments were now established and a others
still believed that the Novel Fever was never a threat in

the first place.
 
 

 
 

The Novel Fever was new, little was known
about it. Even less was known about the

plastic coats. 
 
 
 
 



Who was going to pay for these plastic coats ? How did they know for
certain that these coats would work ? What if the coats caused problems
that they did not and could not foresee ? In trying to get answers to these

questions new concerns became evident. 
 

Many coat wearers still got the fever despite the coats. Some got skin
burn from the new plastic material. Some started bleeding after wearing

the coats and a few even died. 
 

There were other non-medial concerns as well. The messengers seemed to
have all been paid by the same person, Mr Big Pharma. Turned out that

Mr Pharma also owned the one and only factory making the coats. These
same coats were being supplied to all the neighbouring towns and

villages. 
 

The winds changed again and villagers started getting the fever once
again. More coat wearers were getting sick this time. Holes were

discovered in many of the coats. Mr Pharma sent word that all coat
wearers will need to obtain another coat for better and full protection.

 
Splintering continued. Although healers were seeing skin rashes, sores
and burns  and bleeding from the coats, some believed that these were
not as fatal as the Novel Fever itself and the benefits outweighed the

risks. However, there was growing uncertainty and the more and more
villagers started questioning Mr Full o’ Promise, The Ealdormen and Mr Big
Pharma. More so when it was announced that a third coat will be needed

to cover the holes now evident on the second coat as well. 
 

Villagers were being convinced by those handing out the coats that they
were protecting each other by wearing the coats, both layers. Some

healers strongly felt the same. 
 

Village people were confused. Village people were divided. Village people
were dying. Village people were angry. Village people were tired.

 
 

 
 

For 2 years now people everywhere
were being infused with fear. They

were being programmed with a sense
of impending doom and the plastic
coats were hailed as the saviour.

However, the holes started showing.
Holes in the mRNA-coats, holes in the
story the messengers brought, holes
in the promises made by Mr Pharma
and Mr Promises and all in between.

 
 
 



There was was something different in the air. Change was coming. The
village people had a sense that they were being manipulated and that

feeling was becoming more and more evident. Less and less people
were dying from the Novel Fever. Healers had a handle on treatment.
More and more people were suffering from the 2 coats that they could

never relive. Yet still a 3rd and a 4th layer was being punted
vehemently. Nobody knew what the future held for those who chose
to don the plastic coats, especially those who chose 3 and 4 layers. It
seemed as if the coats would be needed periodically and endlessly to
save oneself from a sickness that posed a much smaller risk of death

than initially advertised. 
 

One thing was certain, if Mr Promise made the decision to force people
to wear the plastic coats, given so much uncertainty surrounding these

newly developed, never before the long term worn garments, the
village people were sure to revolt. 

 
They fought too hard and for too long for their freedom and no one,

not the mayor nor Mr Big Pharma was going to jeopardise that.
 

The village people stood tall, they stood strong and in a loud, united
voice they cried 

 ‘A life without Liberty, is no life at all. Make no mistake - We will not
go quietly, we will not be forced, we will not surrender. Freedom is All’

 


